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VALUING THE VERY SMALL BUSINESS
by Gary R.  Trugman CPA/ABV, MCBA, ASA, MVS

Valuing the very small company is often much more difficult than valuing a large

company such as Walmart. While there are many reasons for valuing a business, one

of the more common reasons for valuing a small business is for a divorce. There are

other reasons as well, so this paper will address many of them.

Valuing small businesses for a divorce can be even more challenging because other

factors frequently play into the ability to perform the assignment, such as local case law,

support issues, forensic investigations and limited funds to accomplish that which needs

to be done.  Some of these items can be worked around, but others cannot.  

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the practical side of performing valuation 

assignments for very small businesses, whether for a divorce litigation or any other

purpose. The author does not intend to teach the principles of valuation in this paper,

but rather provide the reader with a discussion of the practical considerations that can

make or break the assignment for the practitioner.

BUSINESS VALUATION STANDARDS

For many years when I practiced accounting, discussions took place regarding creating

a ABig GAAP @ and a ALittle GAAP,@ depending on the size of the client.  Well, that never1

happened. In business valuation, there is also no distinction in the standards when it

comes to valuing large or small businesses. What the standards tell us, is to consider

all applicable approaches and methods based on the facts and circumstances of the

     GAAP = Generally Accepted Accounting Principles1

�1�
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and employees, all offering accounting and professional services on

behalf of T&A.

11. At all times relevant hereto, T&A held itself out to the public, and

represented to the Plaintiffs herein, that it was an accounting firm

which possessed special expertise and knowledge concerning correct

and lawful fair market valuations for purposes of the formation and

establishment of ESOPs so that any such valuation would be in

conformance with all Generally Accepted Accounting Practices, and

all applicable laws, including but not limited to, ERISA § 406, 29

U.S.C. § 1106(a).

12. At all times relevant hereto, Stephen Jones (hereinafter “Jones”) was

a licensed, certified public accountant and a partner, shareholder

and/or employee of T&A.

13. At all times relevant hereto, Jones held himself out to the public, and

represented to the Plaintiffs herein, that he was an accountant who

possessed special expertise and knowledge concerning correct and

lawful fair market valuations for purposes of the formation and

establishment of ESOPs so that any such ESOP valuation would be

in conformance with all Generally Accepted Accounting Practices, and

all applicable laws, including but not limited to, ERISA § 406, 29

U.S.C. § 1106(a).

14. At all times relevant hereto, Michael Axelrod (hereinafter “Axelrod”)

was a licensed, certified public accountant and a partner, shareholder

and/or employee of T&A.
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15. At all times relevant hereto, Axelrod held himself out to the public, and

represented to the Plaintiffs herein, that he was an accountant who

possessed special expertise and knowledge concerning correct and

lawful fair market valuations for purposes of the formation and

establishment of ESOPs so that any such ESOP valuation would be

in conformance with all Generally Accepted Accounting Practices, and

all applicable laws, including but not limited to, ERISA § 406, 29

U.S.C. § 1106(a).

17. In November 1993, Fisher and Jones met with Plaintiffs for the

purposes of presenting Plaintiffs with the benefits of forming an ABC

ESOP.

18. On or about December 7, 1993, ABC by and through Plaintiffs, as

officers of ABC, in reliance on the advice and representations of

Green and Smith, Fisher, T&A, and Jones, decided to form an ESOP.

20. The ESOP was formally established on December 23, 1993.

22. Based upon Fisher’s advice, Plaintiffs also retained the services of

T&A and Jones to perform a correct and lawful fair market valuation

of ABC for purposes of the ESOP.

24. Jones gave advice and provided services to Plaintiffs, both in their

capacities as Trustees of the ESOP and officers of ABC.

25. Plaintiffs relied on the advice of Fisher and Jones, and Fisher and

Jones were well aware that they relied on their advice when the

ESOP was formed.  In fact, Fisher and Jones represented to the

Plaintiffs that if Plaintiffs followed their advice and counsel, the ESOP
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would conform with all applicable laws, including but not limited to

ERISA § 406, 29 U.S.C. § 1106(a).

27. One purpose of the ESOP was to effectuate the purchase of the

outstanding ABC shares of Clifford Morris (hereinafter “Morris”), a co-

founder of ABC, who personally and along with various family

members, at that time, owned approximately 47% (forty-seven

percent) of ABC’s shares.

28. Another purpose of the ESOP was to restructure ABC’s corporate

debt, whereby the ESOP would, for practical purposes, assume said

debt to take advantage of certain tax benefits.

31. Jones and T&A were retained to perform a correct fair market

valuation of ABC so that the ESOP did not unlawfully pay more than

adequate consideration for Morris’ ABC shares or the newly-issued

ABC shares pursuant to ERISA § 406, 29 U.S.C. § 1106(a).

32. Jones and T&A’s final valuation was dated March 15, 1994, and

should have incorporated information available to them as of that

date.

33. Axelrod served as an independent reviewer of the valuation prepared

by Jones.

34. On March 15, 1994, based upon the valuation performed by T&A and

Jones, and reviewed by Axelrod, and arrangements made by Green

and Smith and Crain and Crain, the two SPAs (Stock Purchase

Agreements - added by author for clarification) were closed.  The

Plaintiffs, as Trustees, participated in the closing of the SPAs in
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reliance of the representations of said Defendants that the ESOP

transaction comported with all applicable laws, including but not

limited to, ERISA § 406, 29 U.S.C. § 1106(a). 

39. On September 14, 1998, Thomas Sacks, et al. v. Robert B. Jackson,

et al. United States District Court, W.D.KY, Jacksonville Division, Civil

Action No. 3:WP-591-C, (hereinafter the “Sacks Complaint” or “Sacks

litigation”) was filed, with claims arising, in relevant part, out of

Plaintiffs’ roles as former Trustees of the ESOP.

41. The Sacks Complaint alleged that Plaintiffs violated their fiduciary

duties by agreeing to cause the ESOP to purchase ABC stock from

Morris and his family and ABC at more than the fair market value,

causing financial loss to the ESOP and Plaintiffs in the Sacks litigation

who were beneficiaries of the ESOP.

58. After a bench trial lasting over ten trial days, which spanned the

period of April 16, 2001 to February 26, 2002, on or about July 30,

2002, United States District Court Judge Jennifer Ronstadt issued a

Memorandum, Opinion and Order in the Sacks litigation which held

inter alia, that Plaintiffs had violated their duties as Trustee of the

ESOP.  However, at that time Judge Ronstadt did not decide whether

the ESOP had sustained any monetary loss as a result, and

appointed a Special Master to determine damages, if any.

60. On January 26, 2004, the Special Master in the Sacks litigation issued

an Opinion which estimated that the damages sustained to the ESOP

were approximately 9.9 million dollars, plus interest and attorneys

fees.
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The adjustment had to do with the subtraction of debt from the value to determine the
1

equity value of ABC.

According to the Order of the United States District Court, Western District of Arkansas,

Jacksonville Division, dated December 1, 2004, and signed by the Honorable Jennifer B.

Ronstadt in the matter of Thomas Sacks, et al. v. Robert Jackson et al., Civil Action No.

97-123-C.

On July 29, 2002, this court found the defendants liable for breach of
fiduciary duty in their roles as trustees of an employee stock ownership plan
(“ESOP”) in violation of ERISA § 406,29 U.S.C. § 1106. Sacks v. Jackson.
The court determined that in the case of such a breach, ‘loss will be
measured as the difference between what the ESOP paid for the ABC stock
and its fair market value at the time of transaction, plus interest.’  Id. at 881.
(footnote omitted). 

A Special Master was appointed to review the reports and testimony of several valuation

professionals, Mr. Jones being one of them.  The Court adopted the Special Master’s

findings and commented “Having found the special master’s final report, with its

supplement to be thorough and well reasoned, the court will adopt the special master’s

findings in their entirety.”

The Court’s Order, citing the Special Master’s report was extremely critical of the T&A

report.  Findings were that the conclusions were “not credible” and that “the valuation

methods were applied improperly in his report SMR at 7,19.”  While discussing the

“discounted future earnings” method, The Court noted “The special master found Jones’

testimony that such an adjustment  was unnecessary not credible. SMR at 16.”1

We are not going to reiterate the Court’s or the Special Master’s findings in this report by

analyzing the Order or the Special Master’s report.  However, our independent analysis of

the T&A report indicates that there were substantially more problems than were pointed

out in the earlier litigation.  We will highlight these problems as we proceed in this report.
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Clearly, Mr. Jones’ opinions were discarded as lacking credibility, validity and

reasonableness.  In a footnote on page 7 of the Order, The Court stated:

With regard to Jones’ testimony, the court in its liability opinion expressed its
own concerns about the credibility of Jones’ testimony, including his
downplaying of time restraints, his testimony concerning the existence of a
lower draft valuation, the vagueness of his testimony, and his inability to
recall whether evidence of preliminary calculations was contained in the files.
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OPINIONS

In our opinion, T&A, Steven Jones and Michael Axelrod (hereafter collectively referred to

as T&A, Mr. Jones or Mr. Axelrod) have breached their duty to render various services in

a manner that is consistent with the standard of care required of professional accountants

and advisors in the rendering of valuation services to ABC and the ABC ESOP.  

In our opinion, the valuation services performed by T&A for ABC and the ABC ESOP

violated accounting and valuation standards.  In our opinion, Rule 201 of the American

Institute of Certified Public Accountants’ (AICPA) Code of Professional Conduct was

violated as T&A did not comply with the following:

A. Professional Competence. Undertake only those professional
services that the member or the member's firm can reasonably expect
to be completed with professional competence.

B. Due Professional Care. Exercise due professional care in the
performance of professional services.

C. Planning and Supervision. Adequately plan and supervise the
performance of professional services.

D. Sufficient Relevant Data. Obtain sufficient relevant data to afford a
reasonable basis for conclusions or recommendations in relation to
any professional services performed.

In addition, T&A failed to comply with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal

Practice (USPAP), an industry standard that all appraisers are guided to follow in

publications of the AICPA, with respect to the following:
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STANDARD 9

In developing a business or intangible asset appraisal, an appraiser must be
aware of, understand, and correctly employ those recognized methods and
procedures that are necessary to produce a credible appraisal.

Standards Rule 9-1

In developing a business or intangible asset appraisal, an appraiser must:

(a) be aware of, understand, and correctly employ those recognized
methods and procedures that are necessary to produce a credible
appraisal;

(b) not commit a substantial error of omission or commission that
significantly affects an appraisal;

(c) not render appraisal services in a careless or negligent manner, such
as a series of errors that, considered individually, may not significantly
affect the results of an appraisal, but which, when considered in the
aggregate, would be misleading.

Standards Rule 9-2

In developing a business or intangible asset appraisal, an appraiser must
observe the following specific appraisal guidelines:

(a) adequately identify the business enterprise, assets, or equity under
consideration, define the purpose and the intended use of the
appraisal, consider the elements of the appraisal investigation,
consider any special limiting conditions, and identify the effective date
of the appraisal;

(b) define the value being considered.

(i) if the appraisal concerns a business enterprise or equity
interests, consider any buy-sell agreements, investment letter
stock restrictions, restrictive corporate charter or partnership
agreement clauses, and any similar features or factors that
may have an influence on value.

(ii) if the appraisal concerns assets, the appraiser must consider
whether the assets are:
(1) appraised separately; or
(2) appraised as parts of a going concern.
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(iii) if the appraisal concerns equity interests in a business
enterprise, consider the extent to which the interests do or do
not contain elements of ownership control.

Standards Rule 9-3

In developing a business or intangible asset appraisal relating to an equity
interest with the ability to cause liquidation of the enterprise, an appraiser
must investigate the possibility that the business enterprise may have a
higher value in liquidation than for continued operation as a going concern
absent contrary provisions of law of a competent jurisdiction. If liquidation is
the indicated basis of valuation, any real estate or personal property to be
liquidated must be valued under the appropriate standard.

Standards Rule 9-4

In developing a business or intangible asset appraisal, an appraiser must
observe the following specific appraisal guidelines when applicable:

(a) consider all appropriate valuation methods and procedures.

(b) collect and analyze relevant data regarding:
(i) the nature and history of the business;
(ii) financial and economic conditions affecting the business

enterprise, its industry, and the general economy;
(iii) past results, current operations, and future prospects of the

business enterprise;
(iv) past sales of capital stock or other ownership interests in the

business enterprise being appraised;
(v) sales of similar businesses or capital stock of publicly held

similar businesses;
(vi) prices, terms and conditions affecting past sales of similar

business assets;

Standards Rule 9-5

In developing a business or intangible asset appraisal, an appraiser must;

(a) select and employ one or more approaches that apply to the specific
appraisal assignments.

(b) consider and reconcile the indications of value resulting from the
various approaches to arrive at the value conclusion.
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STANDARD 10

In reporting the results of a business or intangible asset appraisal an
appraiser must communicate each analysis, opinion, and conclusion in a
manner that is not misleading.

Standards Rule 10-1

Each written or oral business or intangible asset appraisal report must:

(a) clearly and accurately set forth the appraisal in a manner that will not
be misleading.

(b) contain sufficient information to enable the intended user(s) to
understand it.  Any specific limiting conditions concerning information
should be noted.

(c) clearly and accurately disclose any extraordinary assumption that
directly affects the appraisal and indicate its impact on value.

Standards Rule 10-2

Each written business or intangible asset appraisal report must comply with
the following specific reporting guidelines:

(a) identify and describe the business enterprise, assets or equity being
appraised.

(b) state the purpose and intended use of the appraisal.

(c) define the value to be estimated.

(d) set forth the effective date of the appraisal and the date of the report.

(e) describe the extent of the appraisal process employed.

(f) set forth all assumptions and limiting conditions that affect the
analyses, opinions, and conclusions.

(g) set forth the information considered, the appraisal procedures
followed, and the reasoning that supports the analyses, opinions and
conclusions.
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(h) set forth any additional information that may be appropriate to show
compliance with, or clearly identify and explain permitted departures
from, the requirements of Standard 9.

(I) set forth the rationale for the valuation methods and procedures
considered and employed.

Each of these provisions will be addressed in detail within our report.

But for the negligence of T&A, Mr. Jones and Mr. Axelrod, the plaintiffs have suffered

significant economic damages.  Judge Ronstadt found that the ABC ESOP overpaid

$8,139,116 for the stock, based on a valuation at $26.31 million.  In addition, prejudgment

interest was also added to this amount.

BASIS FOR OUR OPINIONS

In order for Trugman Valuation Associates, Inc. to form our opinions in this matter,

numerous documents were reviewed.  In addition, Gary R. Trugman CPA/ABV, MCBA,

ASA, MVS, principal in charge of this engagement, attended the deposition of Steven

Jones on January 24, 25, 27 and 28, 2005.  The documents reviewed in this matter include

the following:

1. Second Amended Complaint and Petition for Declaration of Rights in the matter of
Robert B. Jackson and Milton D. Thompson, Jr. v. Goldberg and Simpson, P.S.C.
and Steven A. Crain and John J. Fox and Sherry P. Crain and Prison Systems, Ltd.
and  Tennet Axelrod & Bressler, P.S.C. and Michael Axelrod and Stephen Jones
in Washington Circuit Court, Division 1, Jacksonville, Arkansas, Case Number 12-
123456.

2. Valuation report of ABC Jail Company, Inc. as of November 30, 1993 as prepared
by Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C. (TA 159 - TA 218).
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3. Letter of March 15, 1994 from Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C. to Board of Directors and
Trustees of ABC Jail Company, Inc., updating the valuation of ABC Jail Company,
Inc. to March 15, 1994 (TA 155).

4. Memorandum from Steve Jones dated December 1, 1993 regarding ABC Jail
Company, Inc.’s establishment of an employee stock ownership plan (TA 676 - TA
694).

5. A representation letter dated March 7, 1994 to Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C. referencing
the valuation of ABC Jail Company, Inc., Inc. (no specific valuation report indicated)
signed by J. Clifford Morris, Milton Thompson and Robert B. Jackson on March 10,
1994.

6. Valuation Report Checklist from the workpapers of Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C.
relating to the valuation as of November 30, 1993 dated March 7, 1994 (TA 485 -
TA 489).

7. Report of the Special Master in the matter of Thomas Sacks, et al. v. Robert
Jackson, et al. in the United States District Court, Western District of Arkansas at
Jacksonville Division, Civil Action: 6:97:CV-123-C.

8. Amended Special Master report in the matter of Thomas Sacks, et al. v. Robert
Jackson, et al. in the United States District Court, Western District of Arkansas at
Jacksonville Division, Civil Action: 6:97:CV-123-C.

9. Memorandum Opinion and Order in the matter Thomas Sacks, et al. v. Robert
Jackson, et al. in the United States District Court, Western District of Arkansas at
Jacksonville Division, Civil Action: 97-123, signed by the Honorable Jennifer B.
Ronstadt on July 29, 2002.

10. Order in the matter of Thomas Sacks, et al. v. Robert Jackson, et al. in the United
States District Court, Western District of Arkansas at Jacksonville Division, Civil
Action:  97-123, signed by the Honorable Jennifer B. Ronstadt on December 1,
2004.

11. Correspondence dated April 26, 1996 from Stephen D. Jones to Steve Crain (GS
106-0900).

12. Deposition transcript of Stephen D. Jones in the matter of Thomas Sacks, et al. v.
Robert Jackson, et al. in the United States District Court, Weston District of
Arkansas at Jacksonville Division, Civil Action: 3:WS-667-C dated February 25,
2000.
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13. Deposition transcript of Stephen D. Jones in the matter of Thomas Sacks, et al. v.
Robert Jackson, et al. in the United States District Court, Western District of
Arkansas at Jacksonville Division, Civil Action: 3:WS-667-C dated March 23, 2000.

14. Trial transcript, Day II, in the matter of Thomas Sacks and Ferman Houston v.
Robert E. Jackson and Milton Thompson, in the United States District Court,
Western District of Arkansas at Jacksonville Division, Case Number 3:97-CV-1234
from April 17, 2001, testimony of Stephen Jones.

15. Trial transcript, Day VIII, in the matter of Thomas Sacks and Ferman Houston v.
Robert E. Jackson and Milton Thompson, in the United States District Court,
Western District of Arkansas at Jacksonville Division, Case Number 3:97-CV-1234
from July 18, 2001, testimony of Stephen Jones.

16. Trial transcript, Day IX, in the matter of Thomas Sacks and Ferman Houston v.
Robert E. Jackson and Milton Thompson, in the United States District Court,
Western District of Arkansas at Jacksonville Division, Case Number 3:97-CV-1234
from October 9, 2001, testimony of Stephen Jones.

17. Copies of the proposed regulations of the Department of Labor, Pension Welfare
Benefits Administration, 29CFR Part 2510 faxed from Steve Crain to Stephen Jones
(TA 490 - TA 501).

18. An engagement letter between Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C. and ABC Jail Company,
Inc. regarding the possibility of forming an employee stock ownership plan, dated
November 30, 1993 and signed on December 13, 1993.

19. A presentation for ABC Jail Company, Inc. about the employee stock ownership
plan, dated December 6, 1993 as faxed from Steve Crain to Stephen Jones (TA 695
- TA 707).

20. Various research materials regarding valuation of stock for an ESOP (some of
which appears to be from Tax Management, Inc.) (TA 708 - TA 715).

21. Hand written notes from Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C.’s workpapers regarding a
meeting on November 30, 1993 (TA 750 - TA 752).

22. Deposition transcript of the testimony of Stephen Jones in the matter Robert v.
Jackson, et al. v. Green and Smith, P.S.C., et al., Washington Circuit Court, Division
One, Case Number 12-123456 dated January 24, 2005.

23. Deposition transcript of the testimony of Stephen Jones in the matter Robert v.
Jackson, et al. v. Green and Smith, P.S.C., et al., Washington Circuit Court, Division
One, Case Number 12-123456 dated January 25, 2005.
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24. Deposition transcript of the testimony of Stephen Jones in the matter Robert v.
Jackson, et al. v. Green and Smith, P.S.C., et al., Washington Circuit Court, Division
One, Case Number 12-123456 dated January 27, 2005.

25. Deposition transcript of the testimony of Stephen Jones in the matter Robert v.
Jackson, et al. v. Green and Smith, P.S.C., et al., Washington Circuit Court, Division
One, Case Number 12-123456 dated January 28, 2005.

26. Financial results of Prison Systems, Ltd. for the third quarter 1993 (TA 4 - TA 18).

27. Illegible workpaper indicating market price of Prison Systems, Ltd. from March 2,
1994 (TA 19).

28. Prospectus of Esmor Correctional Services, Inc. (TA 54 - TA 112).

29. Research materials faxed from Smith Barney to Stephen Jones on March 7, 1994
regarding the Esmor initial public offering.

30. Two page summary of financial highlights of Prison Systems, Ltd. for the period
ended December 31, 1993 and 1992 (TA 116 - TA 117).

31. Information about ABC Jail Company, Inc. entitled ABC - A Public/Private
Partnership (TA 118 - TA 153).

32. Correspondence from Stephen D. Jones to Gary Harper at ABC Jail Company, Inc.
dated July 12, 1994 (TA 154).

33. Fax transmittal form with confirmation dated April 22, 1997 (TA 156 - TA 157).

34. Business valuation processing instructions (TA 158).

35. Cover letter dated December 17, 1993 from Milton Thompson to Stephen Jones
transmitting requested information from the company (TA 220).

36. Balance Sheet of ABC Jail Company, Inc. as of October 31, 1993 with building and
land at appraised values (TA 221 - TA 222).

37. Balance Sheet of ABC Jail Company, Inc. as of October 31, 1993 (TA 223 - TA
224).

38. Income Statement of ABC Jail Company, Inc. as of October 31, 1993 (TA 225 - TA
231).

39. Audited financial statements of ABC Jail Company, Inc. for December 31, 1992 and
1991 as audited by We Do Numbers, CPAs (TA 232 - TA 243).
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40. Audited financial statements of ABC Jail Company, Inc. for December 31, 1991 and
1990 as audited by We Do Numbers, CPAs (TA 244 - TA 253).

41. Audited financial statements of ABC Jail Company, Inc. for December 31, 1990 as
audited by We Do Numbers, CPAs (TA 254 - TA 23).

42. Audited financial statements of ABC Jail Company, Inc. for February 28, 1990 and
1989 as audited by We Do Numbers, CPAs (TA 264 - TA 277).

43. Audited financial statements of ABC Jail Company, Inc. for February 28, 1989 and
1988 as audited by We Do Numbers, CPAs (TA 278 - TA 290).

44. Form 1120S, U.S. Income Tax Return for an S Corporation for ABC Jail Company,
Inc. for 1993 (TA 292 - TA 329).

45. Form 1120S, U.S. Income Tax Return for an S Corporation for ABC Jail Company,
Inc. for 1992 (TA 330 - TA 372).

46. Form 1120S, U.S. Income Tax Return for an S Corporation for ABC Jail Company,
Inc. for 1991 (TA 373 - TA 376) (all attached schedules are not included).

47. Form 1120S, U.S. Income Tax Return for an S Corporation for ABC Jail Company,
Inc. for 1990 (TA 377 - TA 380) (all attached schedules are not included).

48. Form 1120S, U.S. Income Tax Return for an S Corporation for ABC Jail Company,
Inc. for 1989 (TA 381 - TA 386) (all attached schedules are not included).

49. Miscellaneous Schedules K-1, Form 1120S for 1992 (TA 387 - TA 392).

50. Hand written notes from the Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C. workpapers (TA 394 - TA
395).

51. Stock Purchase Agreement by and between ABC Jail Company, Inc. Employee
Stock Ownership Plan and Trust and ABC Jail Company, Inc. as of December 1993
(no date) (TA 396 - TA 422).

52. Hand written notes from the Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C. file relating to consulting and
non compete agreement of Cliff Morris (TA 424).

53. Consulting and Non-Competition Agreement by and between ABC Jail Company,
Inc. and J. Clifford Morris dated January 1, 1994 (TA 425 - TA 429).

54. Employment Agreement by and between ABC Jail Company, Inc. and Milton
Thompson as of January 1, 1994 (TA 431 - TA 436).
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55. Employment Agreement by and between ABC Jail Company, Inc. and J. Clifford
Morris as of January 1, 1994 (TA 437 - TA 442).

56. Employment Agreement by and between ABC Jail Company, Inc. and Robert
Jackson as of January 1, 1994 (TA 443 - TA 448).

57. Various hand written workpapers from Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C.’s files (TA 449 - TA
454).

58. Correspondence dated March 11, 1994 between the Bank of Jacksonville and The
ABC Jail Company, Inc. and the ABC ESOP (TA 468 - TA 478).

59. Transmittal letter with correspondence dated March 8, 1994 from Stephen Jones
to James C. Ferran at the Bank of Jacksonville, providing an opinion of the value
of the ABC Jail Company, Inc. stock to be acquired by the ESOP.

60. Fax transmittal sheet and account workpapers under cover dated March 14, 1994
to Stephen Jones from Charles T. Mitchell Company (TA 481 - TA 484).

61. An engagement letter between Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C. and the ABC Jail
Company, Inc. dated December 6, 1993 regarding the valuation of the common
equity in ABC as of November 30, 1993 (TA 503 - TA 504).

62. ABC Jail Company, Inc. ESOP summary (TA 508 - TA 510).

63. Research material from CCH - Standard Federal Tax Reporter regarding interest
on certain loans used to acquire employees’ securities (TA 522 - TA 535).

64. Miscellaneous workpapers from Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C.’s files (TA 536 - TA 538).

65. Cover letter dated March 7, 1994 from Paul E. Donough to James C. Ferran at the
Bank of Jacksonville regarding real estate appraisals (TA 539).

66. Correspondence dated March 4, 1994 from Charles A. Brown, Jr. to James C.
Ferran, Jr. at the Bank of Jacksonville regarding real estate appraisals (TA 540 - TA
552).

67. Miscellaneous workpapers from Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C.’s files (TA 553 - TA 554).

68. A summary of ABC facility operations (TA 555 - TA 556).

69. Correspondence dated January 7, 1994 from Steven A. Crain to Stephen Jones
regarding a preliminary offer to purchase the business of ABC Jail Company, Inc.
(TA 557).
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70. Proposal to recapitalize ABC Jail Company, Inc. (TA 558).

71. Workpapers regarding ABC revenue/cost from the periods 1991 through 1996, both
actual and projected (TA 559 - TA 572).

72. Correspondence dated December 10, 1993 from Stephen Jones to Milton Roberts
relating to additional items needed to complete the valuation (TA 573 - TA 574).

73. Schedule of officers’ compensation from 1989 through 1992 (TA 575).

74. Article entitled “Are ‘Doing Well’ and ‘Doing Good’ Contradictory Goals of
Privatization?” (TA 576 - TA 586).

75. Depreciation report for ABC Jail Company, Inc. (TA 587 - TA 595).

76. A partial contract relating to facilities in Arkansas (TA 596 - TA 634).

77. A memorandum of understanding with the Department of Correction from the State
of Florida dated November 9, 1993 (TA 635 - TA 637).

78. A copy of Florida Legislation (TA 638 - TA 640).

79. Correspondence from Robert Studebaker of Mahoney & Company, P.C. to Stephen
Jones regarding the ESOP valuation of privately operated prisons (TA 641 - TA
645).

80. Hand written notes from the workpapers of Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C. (TA 646 - TA
651).

81. A blank valuation information request form (TA 652 - TA 657).

82. Life insurance cost summary for ESOP plan (TA 658 - TA 660).

83. Newspaper articles regarding prisons (TA 661 - TA 672).

84. Agenda for November 30, 1993 ESOP meeting (TA 675).

85. Workpaper contents from Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C. files dated June 30, 1994 (TA
753 - TA 862).

86. Valuation workpapers from Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C. files dated December 31,
1994 (TA 863 - TA 1016).

87. Valuation report of ABC as of December 31, 1994 (TA 865 - TA 920).
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88. Valuation report checklist dated June 21, 1995 (TA 1017 - TA 1021).

89. Miscellaneous workpapers relating to 1995 and 1996 valuations (TA 1022 - TA
1269).

90. Workpapers of Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C. relating to the ABC forecast engagement
from 1994 to 2003 (TA 1270 - TA 1349).

91. Miscellaneous workpapers from Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C.’s files (TA 1410 - TA
1472).

92. Printout of the schedules from the ValuSource computer system relating to the
November 30, 1993 valuation (TA 1464 - TA 1561).

93. Valuation report as of November 30, 1993 by Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C. (TA 1563 -
TA 1623).

94. Financial statement processing instructions for the year ended December 31, 1995
with financial statements for the ABC Jail Company, Inc.’s ESOP (TA 1626 - TA
1634).

95. A checklist for financial reporting regarding defined contribution retirement plans (TA
1635 - TA 1641).

96. Other Tennet & Axelrod, P.S.C. workpapers relating to services performed for the
ABC ESOP (TA 1642 - TA 8799).

In order to address the various issues in the T&A reports, as well as the conduct of this

assignment that are problematic, we will cite the page reference, where possible, based

on the bates stamp on each page.  

First and foremost, the lack of qualifications of the appraiser must be noted.  In our opinion,

T&A and Messrs. Jones and Axelrod lacked the requisite skills, knowledge and credentials

that demonstrate professional competence required to perform the valuation portion of their

engagement.  According to the T&A report (TA 173):
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QUALIFICATIONS OF APPRAISER

Since founding in 1980, Tennet & Axelrod, PSC has performed numerous
valuations of closely held entities. A significant number of valuations are
performed in our Jacksonville and Lexington, Arkansas, offices for clients
throughout the region. Valuation opinions have been rendered for a variety
of purposes including mergers and acquisitions, employee stock ownership
plans, marital dissolutions and estate and gift tax purposes.

Our clients include other business professionals, individuals, and closely held
entities representing many different types of industries. Industries
represented include professional practices, financial institutions,
manufacturing and distribution concerns, retail industries, and various other
service industries.

Several Tennet & Axelrod personnel have completed various courses
concerning the valuations of closely held businesses and professional
practices. In addition to this technical training, we have substantial
experience with respect to the buying and selling of businesses through
years of working with our clients. This combination provides us with the
combination of technical training and practical experience of dealing with
"willing buyers and sellers" and the ability to value businesses.

Tennet & Axelrod, PSC personnel have qualified and testified as expert
witnesses in numerous courts. Additionally, they have assisted many large
legal and accounting firms throughout the country with their valuation
experience. Our reports are prepared in accordance with standards as
promulgated by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
Biographical and qualifications information on our individual professionals is
available upon request.

At the time of the acceptance of this engagement, it is our belief that none of the

personnel, and particularly the partner in charge of the engagement, Steven Jones, had

any credentials in business valuation.  When questioned about his qualifications at his

deposition, Mr. Jones responded as follows (January 24, 2005, beginning at page 22, line

18):

Q. Okay.  Now, on the time – at the time you took on this assignment to
value ABC Jail Company, were you a certified business appraiser
designated by the Institute of Business Appraisers?
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A. No.

Q. At the time you took on the valuation assignment of ABC, were you
an accredited senior appraiser designated by the American Society
of Appraisers?

A. No.

Q. At the time you took on the valuation assignment for ABC Jail
Company, Inc., were you a certified valuation analyst designated by
the National Association of Certified Valuation Analysts?

A. No.

Q At the time you took on the valuation assignment for ABC Jail
Company, Inc., did you hold a degree from any university or college
in  valuation sciences?

A. No.

Not only did Mr. Jones not have any credentials in business valuation, he did not belong

to any appraisal organizations at the time of this valuation.  His testimony was as follows

(January 24, 2005, beginning on page 24, line 12):

Q. Now, at the time you took on the valuation assignment of ABC, did
you have any credentials that qualified you specifically in the field of
business valuation?

A. No specific credentials, no.

Q. At the time you took on the assignment to value ABC, what
professional business valuation organizations did you belong to?

A. At the time, I don't -- I don't recall in '93 what, if any, we belonged to
at that point in time.

Q. Sitting here today, you can't think of any organizations you belonged
to in 1993?

A. Not from a valuation standpoint.
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Q. Okay.  Did you belong, in 1993, upon taking this assignment to value
ABC in 1993, belong to the Institute of Business Appraisers?

A. No.

Q. Upon taking on this valuation assignment in 1993, did you belong to
the American Society of Appraisers?

A. No.

Q. Upon taking on this assignment in 1993, did you belong to the
National Association of Certified Valuation Analysts?

A. No.

When questioned about business valuation education, Mr. Jones was unable to provide

any information about the courses that he had taken to get educated in this field.  His

response was (January 24, 2005, beginning at page 25, line 13):

Q. Now, at the time you took on this assignment to value ABC, what
business valuation courses had you attended, if any?

A. Oh, we -- yes, I had attended some that were sponsored by either the
Arkansas Society of CPAs and/or the AICPA.  And probably others.
I don't  recall the --

Q. Need you to list them for me, Mr. Jones.  I need the year you took
business valuation courses that you attended prior to November
1993.

A. I don't know if we have those records still at the -- in our files at the
office.  I can check.

Q. Is there anything in your work papers that would show you that?

A. No.

Q. Now, you mentioned the Arkansas Society of CPAs.  Do you recall
anybody from the Arkansas Society of CPAs who put on such a
course?
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A. Well, most of their courses are, I'll say national courses developed by
the AICPA that the various state societies contract with to have
instructors come down and give the courses.

During that time frame, there were a limited number of courses that were sponsored by the

AICPA, and in turn, the state CPA societies offered  limited educational courses in

business valuation.  The Arkansas Society of CPAs only offered one course during 1992

and no courses during 1993.  On September 3, 1992, an AICPA course was offered by the

Arkansas Society of CPAs entitled Developing Your Business Valuation Skills: An

Engagement Approach.  Unless there were other courses that Mr. Jones took, which he

could not document, his education during this time frame was almost nonexistent. 

One more item is worth noting regarding the qualifications of the appraiser.  T&A indicates

“Our reports are prepared in accordance with standards as promulgated by the American

Institute of Certified Public Accountants.”  This statement is not only false, but when

questioned about it, Mr. Jones, once again, demonstrated his lack of knowledge of

business valuation.  His deposition testimony included the following (January 24, 2005,

beginning at page 42, line 9):

Q. Okay.  Now, continuing with Exhibit 307 on the page of qualifications
of  appraisal -- appraiser, page 173, last paragraph, do you see where
you have written "our reports are prepared in accordance with
standards as promulgated by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants."  Do you see that?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Tell me -- what I'd ask you to do here is would you list those
standards for me?

A. Off the top of my head, I'm not for sure I can quote them verbatim, but
the standards that are outlined in the code of conduct that state
exercise due care, that you obviously not take on engagements that
you're not qualified to do, and that you follow all the necessary
guidelines of the American Institute in preparing your report.
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The AICPA did not have specific standards that related to business valuation assignments

in 1993.  However, the AICPA had issued Statement on Standards for Consulting Services

No. 1 that referenced Rule 201 of the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct.  Furthermore,

at that time, the AICPA had published Practice Aid 93-3, Conducting A Valuation of a

Closely Held Business, which stated the following:

13/115 BUSINESS VALUATION EDUCATION

.01   In performing business valuation engagements, practitioners are
advised to determine whether the competency provisions of rule 201,
General Standards of the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct, are met.
Although accountants have a thorough understanding of financial statements
and related matters, they also need to be proficient in the area of appraisals
to competently complete an engagement.  Usually, being proficient requires
an in-depth knowledge of finance, economics, and security analysis and an
understanding of appraisal principles and methods.

.02     In order for the practitioner to obtain the competency required to
accept a business valuation engagement, appropriate education is required.
Courses sponsored by the AICPA, the American Society of Appraisers
(ASA), and The Institute of Business Appraisers Inc. (IBA) will provide
practitioners with the minimum education necessary to perform there types
of engagements.  Self-study courses may help reinforce a level of
knowledge; however, they are usually insufficient as the sole method of
education.

A statement that the report is in accordance with standards promulgated by the AICPA was

T&A’s attempt to copy a portion of the certification that is required by the appraisal

organizations, as well as the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice

(USPAP), which appeared in most of the valuation treatises that were published at that

time.  USPAP was also addressed in the AICPA Practice Aid 93-3, where it stated:

.06     Standards 1 through 8 of USPAP, which are broad standards, must be
adhered to when an appraisal is performed for a federally related transaction
involving real estate and other tangible property.  The Preamble and
Standards 9 and 10 of USPAP provide specific guidelines for developing and
reporting business valuations.  Professional valuers recommend that
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USPAP be followed for all types of engagements, even if they are not
federally related. (Emphasis added).

As will be pointed out in much more detail throughout this report, T&A used software and

attempted to provide a business valuation report  without understanding the principles of

valuation, what the correct inputs into the valuation software programs it was using should

have been, what the outputs from the software meant, or the amount of research and

analysis that was required to produce a credible valuation report.  Mr. Jones, almost 11

years later, sat in his deposition and was unable to answer questions about standards with

any certainty.  This comes from an individual who claimed to have “substantial” experience

in performing business valuations.  When he was asked how many appraisals he would

have to do to have “substantial experience,” his response was “Fifteen, twenty.” (January

24, Page 37, line 19).  This would equate to substantially less than a full year of experience

assuming that the average assignment takes 60 hours to complete.  The American Society

of Appraisers, at that time, and subsequently, The Institute of Business Appraisers,

required five full years of business valuation experience (10,000 work hours) to earn a

credential (in addition to passing examinations and submitting work product for peer

review).

Mr. Jones also could not recall which business valuation treatises he relied on.  One

reason for this is because his workpapers lacked any documentation from these treatises

to support what he did in performing the ABC valuation.  An experienced appraiser knows

exactly what resources are in its reference library.  This is especially true in business

valuation because there are a limited number of authors and texts that would be regularly

referred to as reference materials.  Not knowing which publications were relied on is an

indication that he probably did not consult any of these materials.  In fact, if he did consult

the materials, he may have avoided making many of the errors in judgement that will be

pointed out in this report.

Based on our review of the T&A report and workpapers, it is obvious that they did little

more than enter data into a computer program and use management as justification for not
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fulfilling their obligations as a business valuer.  Throughout the deposition, Mr. Jones kept

stating that he discussed things with management, the directors or the trustees.  However,

he has little-to-no notes of all of these supposed conversations that took place.  The first

thing that accountants are taught is the importance of documentation, particularly when the

data received is oral versus written.  Part of the standard involving Sufficient Relevant Data

is not only gathering the information, but also documenting it in the workpapers.  T&A failed

in this regard.

T&A did little more than rely on a software program to end up with a result that was

improper, illogical and unsupported.  Although there is nothing in the standards that

precludes an appraiser from using a valuation software package, the appraiser must

accept responsibility for all tools that are used in the application of the assignment.  T&A,

Mr. Jones and Mr. Axelrod failed to exercise due professional care by not being familiar

with the tool that was relied on in this assignment.  Furthermore, they failed to adequately

supervise either each other or others while performing this assignment.

Despite Mr. Jones testifying to having substantial experience in valuation, he testified at

the original trial that “We were using a package I believe it was just called Bank Source,

which is nationally marketed, sold to various practitioners, CPAs other business valuators

throughout the country” (July 18, 2001, Page 50, line 24).  The actual name of this software

package is Valusource and not Bank Source.  Mr. Jones was unfamiliar with the computer

product that was being used in his everyday practice.

Mr. Jones also testified that he considered this to be state of the art software.  However,

the software producer suggested that this package was not to be blindly used, and

assumed that the practitioner understood enough about business valuation to make the

necessary determinations that a software package cannot make for the practitioner.  This

would include, but not be limited to, the correct methodologies that apply to a particular

valuation, the correct inputs to determine discount rates, whether to use a weighted

average, a simple average or some other basis to reflect probable future earnings, and
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more.  An experienced practitioner would also understand the limitations that this, or any,

software package has.  The practitioner would also test the software to make certain that

the mathematical calculations are correct.

T&A was unaware of a major calculation error in the discounted future earnings method

(discussed later in this report), blindly printed every schedule that the software package

had to offer, even if inappropriate for the ABC valuation, and used inappropriate valuation

methodologies in reaching its final conclusion.

Another major problem with the T&A assignment is that this firm lacked independence.

Furthermore, because of the valuation incompetence, the lack of independence became

more obvious as T&A conducted several simultaneous assignments, causing it to mix

assignments and violate proper appraisal practice.  T&A allowed itself to (1) help plan the

ESOP transaction, (2) value the ESOP transaction, and (3) assist in the forecasts that were

required by the Bank of Jacksonville to demonstrate that ABC could pay for the financing.

These three assignments became so intertwined that data was inconsistently used

between the assignments.  Foe example, the forecast for the Bank of Jacksonville has

different figures in it than the forecast that was used in the Discounted Future Earnings

method in the valuation report. Furthermore, T&A represented ABC in some of its

engagements and should have represented the ABC ESOP (trustees) in the valuation.

This is a clear conflict of interest.

An underlying problem that exists throughout the initial T&A report and updates is that a

valuation was never performed as of the date of the transaction with the ESOP, which is

the most important date that should have been used to value the ABC stock.  The initial

valuation date had an effective date of November 30, 1993.  However, the initial and

subsequent valuations leading up to the ESOP transaction only utilized financial

information through October 31, 1993.  Even the March 15, 1994 update did not use any

additional information other than distributions to the shareholders.  T&A never considered

the impact on the valuation of more than four months of economic and industry changes,
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nor the impact on ABC of removing more than $1.5 million of cash from the company as

distributions.  

The balance of this report will be specifically referenced to the T&A report.

TA 160

Page TA 160 is the cover page to the valuation report that was issued by T&A.  The date

of this report is March 7, 1994.  The report is addressed to the Board of Directors and

Trustees of ABC, but T&A was only retained by ABC.  The engagement letter was with

ABC and not the trustees.  There were no changes made to the engagement letter and

therefore, the report should not be addressed to the trustees.  The trustees never became

the client even though they should have.  T&A should have been familiar with the ESOP

rules about who it should represent. 

According to the report, T&A valued ABC as of November 30, 1993.  However, in reaching

its conclusion, T&A included information in this report that assumed that an ESOP

transaction had taken place.  At November 30, no such transaction took place.  That

causes this valuation to be hypothetical, although it is not labeled as such.  We will

reiterate this point as we review the valuation schedules that are attached to the report.

The standard of value, known as fair market value, takes into consideration that which is

“known or knowable” as of the valuation date.  The purpose of the T&A report was to

establish the fair market value of the ABC stock to determine the “adequate consideration”

to be paid by the ESOP for these shares.  At the valuation date, November 30 1993, there

was no ESOP.  Using the proposed ESOP transaction to value ABC is circular logic.  The

appraiser must value the company as it exists at the appraisal date to establish the correct

price to be paid for the stock.  After the transaction, the value may change as a result of

how the transaction is consummated.
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Frequently, appraisers are requested to perform some preliminary valuation calculations

for the purpose of assisting a client in a decision.  For example, in this instance ABC was

contemplating the implementation of an ESOP.  A preliminary valuation would be

requested by management of ABC to help them determine if it would make economic

sense.  What appears to have happened here is that ABC needed some preliminary

numbers as of November 30, 1993, and T&A was engaged in December 1993 to assist in

this process.  At the time, the October 1993 figures were the most recent figures available.

This was confirmed by Mr. Jones in his deposition (January 24, 2005, beginning at page

56, line23).

Q. Okay.  Thank you.  What I don't understand -- maybe you can explain
it -- why is the valuation as of November 30th, '93, when the second
paragraph says, “The information utilized to perform the valuation
includes tax returns and financial statements of ABC Jail Company,
Inc. through October 31, '93.”  Can you explain that?

A. Well, they wanted us to -- “they” being the trustees, wanted us to do
the valuation in the latter part of '93 based on the information that the
company had available at that point in time.  Now, they would not
have the full year-end information available to us until sometime into
'94, so they wanted us to proceed with the information that they had
available at that time.

Q. Well, but by March 7, 1994, you certainly had the financial information
through November 30th, 1993, did you not?

A. I don't know if they had provided that to us or not.  We -- we had been
given the October number, certainly.

Q. Well, I mean, March 7, '94 is about, my goodness, three months after
October 31, '93.  Did you ever ask for the November financial data,
Mr. Jones?

A. I don't remember if we asked for the November data.  We ended up
getting some preliminary December information, which they -- they
being the company also indicated that there had not been any major
changes between their operations -- between the October 31st and
December matters.
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Q. Well, I'm just trying to understand.  It’s obvious – well, it seems
obvious -- is it true that you never issued a full report using financial
data as of November 30 , '93?  Is that true?th

A. Well, the -- the November 30th information wouldn't have been --
would not have been available November 30th.

Q. Well, again, you issued the report on March 7th, '94.  My question is,
anytime, as of March 7th, '94 or thereafter, through March 15 , '94,th

did you ever issue a full report using financial data as of November
30th, '93?

A. We did not because we used the October 31st information.

Although T&A was engaged to value ABC as of November 30, 1993, they never did.  In

fact, Mr. Jones testified that he never asked for the data as of the valuation date,

November 30, 1993.  While appraisers use data near a valuation date, there is no excuse

not to at least ask for the data that would impact the report.  T&A did not request sufficient

relevant data to allow them to perform their assignment properly.

T&A makes reference to the information that they used to perform the valuation.  Most

business valuation treatises have document checklists that can be used to assist in the

gathering of the required information to perform a proper valuation.  In the Practitioners

Publishing Company (PPC) Guide to Business Valuations, Third Edition, May 1993, the

authors state:

115.14  Collect Data Appropriate for the Valuation Methods Used.  In
order to establish a value for a company, a consultant must generally gather
a great deal of information about the company, its industry, the economy in
which the company operates, and other comparative companies.  In order
to be useful, the information must be timely, accurate, and comparable to
similar companies against which comparisons will be made.  This information
is usually gathered during the early stages of field work.

115.15 The specific types of information needed will vary from engagement
to engagement and are primarily based on the valuation methods that are
appropriate for a particular project.  The data gathering process usually
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involves an analysis of historical financial information, interviews with
company management, and extensive research on comparative companies,
economic and industry trends, and market price data.  Financial information
must often be adjusted and analyzed before it can be used in the valuation
process.  Comprehensive data gathering checklists and questionnaires are
presented in the Practice Aids sections in Volume 2 of the Guide.

In addition to collecting the appropriate data, the authors of the Guide to Business

Valuations also advise the reader to:

115.19 Document All Work Performed and Conclusions Reached.  A
consultant should prepare a set of workpapers for each valuation
engagement.  The workpapers should include not only the completed work
programs, but also all data, calculations, and key assumptions made by the
engagement team, as well as all conclusions reached.

This publication was the only treatise that Mr. Jones was sure that he had in T&A’s library

at the time the valuation was performed.  In fact, Mr. Jones used the report checklist from

this publication, but no others.  We will discuss the report checklist later in this report.

TA 161

The narrative report is approximately 11 pages beginning at TA 161.  Besides the fact that

there is little substance in the narrative, there is no connection between the narrative report

and the schedules that are attached to it.  The report lacks explanation, analysis,

references and almost anything else that would permit the reader to gain a proper

understanding of the basis for the appraiser’s valuation.  Furthermore, there is a lack of

discussion of key assumptions and explanations, and as such, this report cannot

replicated.  The narrative also is contradictory throughout, which will be pointed out as we

proceed.

The first paragraph on this page is  incorrect.  The valuation that was done as of November

30, 1993, was to assist management in determining, as part of the implementation of an
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ESOP, how much ABC and the ESOP should consummate transactions for with Mr. Morris

and for newly issued shares.  T&A states: 

The purpose of this study was to arrive at a value to be used by the ESOP
trustees for the establishment of the ABC Jail Company, Inc. Employee
Stock Ownership Plan, whereby immediately following the acquisition of the
stock, the ESOP would own more than a fifty percent interest of all
outstanding corporate stock.

Since the ESOP did not exist at November 30, 1993, it would have been more accurate

to state that the purpose of the valuation was to assist the ESOP trustees, once the ESOP

was formed, in establishing the adequate consideration that must be paid by the ABC

ESOP for the shares in ABC as of the transaction date.  It should also have stated that this

report may have to be updated to get closer to the actual transaction date.

At the bottom of this page, T&A references Revenue Ruling 59-60 and indicates that this

Revenue Ruling “sets forth in some detail the following factors (not all inclusive), which

generally are believed to be fundamental enough to the valuation of a closely held

corporate stock that analysis of each is required.”  The report then proceeds to list ten

factors.  However, these ten factors do not all come from Revenue Ruling 59-60.  In Mr.

Jones’ deposition, he was asked the following (January 24, 2004, beginning at page 82,

line 14):  

Q. And you’ve got ten items attributed to Revenue Ruling 59-60, correct?

A. There’s ten items listed there, yes.

Q. And my question is, where do you get this ninth and tenth item if it's
not in Revenue Ruling 59-60?

A. Well, from -- probably from other materials that we consider when we
evaluate a company because I think those are -- these are relevant
facts.  59-60 is -- Revenue Ruling 59-60 is a guideline stipulated by
the IRS.
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Q. I agree.  I'm just asking you where you got these other two points,
item 9 and 10, since it's not in Revenue Ruling 59-60.  Can you tell
me what authoritative source you used for those two items?

A. Off the top of my head, I'm not -- I don't recall an authoritative source
such as an IRS Revenue Ruling.

Q. Well, give me any authoritative source --.

A. Well, the --.

Q. Doesn’t have to be IRS.

A. -- the judgment of the -- the valuator when performing a valuation
analysis.  

Once again, despite Mr. Jones’ claim of having substantial experience, he was unfamiliar

with Revenue Ruling 59-60, which is a cornerstone ruling in the profession.  It is the most

widely cited revenue ruling by business appraisers, and possibly the most widely cited

document in business valuation.  What makes these responses even worse is that Mr.

Jones did not know where he took the ninth and tenth factors from.  To give the response

that it was the judgement of the valuator, further supports the lack of professional

competence applied in this assignment.  The deposition was approximately 11 years later,

and he still did not know, without additional prompting in subsequent questions, that these

two additional factors came from the Department of Labor Regulations relating to ESOPs.

T&A held itself out as having substantial experience in ESOP valuations.  Throughout Mr.

Jones’ deposition, he kept referring to the subjective judgment of the appraiser to

compensate for his lack of documentation or knowledge of the appraisal literature.  This

was one more instance where this took place.  

TA 163

At the top of this page, the T&A report states:
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We have relied heavily in our valuation upon known operating results and the
financial condition of ABC for the prior five fiscal years.  Additionally, we have
analyzed projections as prepared by management for future years.  We
believe that this is the most satisfactory method of valuing the stock of a
closely held corporation such as ABC.

However, T&A ultimately used valuation methods in its final analysis that are inconsistent

with this statement.  This will be pointed out as we review the schedules at the back of its

report.

Beginning on this page, the T&A report begins to address the 10 items from Revenue

Ruling 59-60 and the Department of Labor Regulations.  Each of these sections is woefully

inadequate to accomplish its intended purpose.  In the History and Nature of the Business

section there is very little information to allow a reader to truly understand the history and

nature of ABC.  In fact, this entire narrative section only takes up one half of one page.

The valuation report omits important items such as the legal form of the entity, the state

of incorporation, information about company management, competition, information about

key employees, sensitivity to seasonal or cyclical factors, and strengths and weaknesses.

The small amount of information that is included in the report includes the ownership of the

corporation including the proposed transaction, which as of November 30, 1993 should not

be considered in the valuation of ABC.  The process of valuing ABC was to determine what

the value should be for a transaction.  Including information about the transaction  makes

this valuation hypothetical.  Hypothetical valuations are defined as those that are contrary

to fact.  There is nothing in the Department of Labor Regulations that permits hypothetical

appraisals to be performed for an actual ESOP transaction.  This is one more instance

where T&A mixes up its assignments.  Either this report is for planning purposes to

demonstrate what would happen after the ESOP transaction takes place, or it is a valuation

of ABC stock for the purpose of meeting the adequate consideration requirements in an

actual transaction.  The same report cannot be used for both purposes.
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Not only should the history and nature of the business section of the report provide the

reader with an explanation of information about the company, but some of the items

discussed in this section should ultimately be used by the appraiser to support some of the

subjective judgment that enters into the valuation process.  For example, in the

development of the discount rate, the lack of depth of management, or having inadequate

management, would be a risk factor that should be considered.  Since there is no

information in this section to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of management, it

would be impossible for the appraiser to support any adjustment to a discount rate relating

to this item.  Later in the report, T&A assigns a significant risk factor to the continuity of

management, which is totally unsupported.

Revenue Ruling 59-60 in Section 4, Paragraph .02 states the following:

The history of a corporate enterprise will show its past stability or instability,
its growth or lack of growth, the diversity or lack of diversity of its operations,
and other facts needed to form an opinion of the degree of risk involved in
the business.  For an enterprise which changed its form of organization but
carried on the same or closely similar operations of its predecessor, the
history of the former enterprise should be considered.  The detail to be
considered should increase with approach to the required date of appraisal,
since recent events are of greatest help in predicting the future; but a study
of gross and net income, and of dividends covering a long prior period, is
highly desirable.  The history to be studied should include, but need not be
limited to, the nature of the business, its products or services, its
operating and investment assets, capital structure, plant facilities, sales
records and management, all of which should be considered as of the
date of the appraisal, with due regard for recent significant changes.
Events of the past that are unlikely to recur in the future should be
discounted, since value has a close relation to future expectancy. (Emphasis
added).

TA 164

The next section addressed in the T&A report is the Economic and Industry Outlook.  Once

again, this section lacks substance.  Furthermore, it is irrelevant to ABC.  There are three

paragraphs regarding the economy dealing with slow economic growth, deficit reduction
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and health care legislation.  There is also no mention about consumer and business

confidence and speculation about interest rates, but none of this is discussed with respect

to ABC or users of its services.  

The industry data consists of two paragraphs, but also lacks sufficient information to assist

an appraiser in determining a prospective growth rate or industry risk.  Here also, by taking

a shortcut approach to performing the valuation, T&A missed the intent of Revenue Ruling

59-60, when it states in Section 4, Paragraph .02:

A sound appraisal of a closely held stock must consider current and
prospective economic conditions as of the date of appraisal, both in the
national economy and in the industry or industries with which the corporation
is allied.  It is important to know that the company is more or less successful
than its competitors in the same industry, or that it is maintaining a stable
position with respect to competitors.  Equal or even greater significance may
attach to the ability of the industry with which the company is allied to
compete with other industries.  Prospective competition which has not been
a factor in prior years should be given careful attention.  For example, high
profits due to the novelty of its product and the lack of competition often lead
to increasing competition.  The public’s appraisal of the future prospects of
competitive industries or of competitors within an industry may be indicated
by price trends in the markets for commodities and for securities.  The loss
of the manager of a so-called “one-man” business may have a depressing
effect upon the value of the stock of such business, particularly if there is a
lack of trained personnel capable of succeeding to the management of the
enterprise.  In valuing the stock of this type of business, therefore, the effect
of the loss of the manager on the future expectancy of the business, and the
absence of management-succession potentialities are pertinent factors to be
taken into consideration.  On the other hand, there may be factors which
offset, in whole or in part, the loss of the manager’s services.  For instance,
the nature of the business and of its assets may be such that they will not be
impaired by the loss of the manger.  Furthermore, the loss may be
adequately covered by life insurance, or competent management might be
employed on the basis of the consideration paid for the former manager’s
services.  These, or other offsetting factors, if found to exist, should be
carefully weighed against the loss of the manager’s services in valuing the
stock of the enterprise. 
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During Mr. Jones’ deposition, he was questioned about information that he says he learned

during his management interview, in particular about the company’s expansion into

projects in Australia and England.  Since Mr. Jones described ABC as an industry leader,

questions were asked regarding its ranking in terms of other private prison companies.  To

this, he responded (January 24, Page 90, line 5):

A.  I don’t recall us having a ranking of one, two, three, four. 

When he was asked to produce his workpapers that support the management interview,

his answer was (January 24, Page 90, line 5):

A. Well, I’m not -- I don’t have notes from that discussion when
management said that their -- they were a leader, but I think the other
information contained in our file infers that they are in a leadership
position in the industry.  

Once again, when Mr. Jones was questioned in his deposition about the economic and

industry section of his report, his answers were generalities that he considered the overall

economy, but not once was he able to get specific.  In fact, at one point he answered a

question as follows (January 24, Page 103, line 6):

A. I think one of the factors that was good for the company, again, I
recollection, was -- were some stricter sentencing guidelines that were
coming into play during this time period.  Now, whether or not that’s
relating to the economy in general, I can’t speak, but I’m sure that
there is obviously some studies out there how the economy effects
crime.

Q. But you don’t have any of those studies, do you, on how the economy
effects crime in your workpapers, do you?

A. Not in my workpapers, no.

Once again, Mr. Jones attempts to make up for the fact that his workpapers were deficient

and that the T&A report does not address pertinent data that should have been included
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therein.  When he was asked whether health care legislation and deficit reduction would

be positive or negative factors for ABC’s valuation he responded (January 24, Page 105,

line 1):

A. Generally speaking, I would say that those factors in itself would not
necessarily a large impact one way or the other.

In a discussion of industry players, the T&A report lists companies such as Concepts, Inc.,

Esmor, Inc., Wackenhut Corrections Corporation and Prison Systems, Ltd.  Despite

mentioning these competitors, T&A used no information from these companies’ public

filings or annual reports to support its opinions throughout the report.  Mr. Jones was

questioned about this and responded as follows (January 24, Page 128, line 11):

Q. Okay.  What I'm wondering about is where in your work papers, if any,
do you analyze  these companies in the same industry that you've just
named to analyze their growth rates, their strengths and weaknesses
of one company versus another in terms of you developing your
valuation of fair market value of ABC?  Did you do that?

A. Well, we -- we thought about it, considered it and decided that that
was not the best approach to use in valuing the business.

Q. Okay.  I appreciate your answer, but that really wasn't my question?

Q. Where in your work papers, if any, do you analyze these companies
in the same industry that you've just named to analyze their growth
rates, their strengths and weaknesses of one company versus
another in developing your valuation of the fair market value of ABC?

A. I don't know that there's any documentation in our work papers that --
that specifically go to that, although we thought about it and discussed
it with management team, et cetera.

Once again, not only did T&A ignore the main industry players, which would be an

essential part of the analysis in valuing ABC, but Mr. Jones claims that this information was

considered, but there was no documentation in the workpapers.  The workpapers did not

contain any level of documentation to meet the sufficient relevant data standard.  Once
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again, Mr. Jones is relying on his statement of discussing it with management as

justification for not using this information.  While there is no doubt that an appraiser will ask

management questions, it is up to the appraiser to perform his or her own analysis, and

where necessary, due diligence to test the information that management is providing.  That

is one of many reasons why an independent appraiser is hired.

The T&A report contained too little information about the economy and industry, and the

little bit of information that was included in the report was irrelevant to the valuation of ABC.

TA 165

On this page of the T&A report, an attempt to discuss the Book Value and Financial

Condition of ABC takes place.  T&A indicates which balance sheets it used in its analysis

and states: 

Book value is generally defined as the total net value of the Corporation’s
assets on a (sic) historical cost basis of accounting, less total liabilities.  The
Corporation’s book value is indicated in the summary of the valuation
methods, however, this value indication is seldom considered definitive in
nature.

Despite this statement, Schedule XXI allocates some weight to book value as a method

of appraisal.  Book value is not an appropriate method.  It is merely an accounting concept

that should not have been used in the valuation of ABC.  

When questioned why the definition of book value is included in the report, and what T&A

was attempting to express to the reader of the valuation, Mr. Jones responded (January

24, Page 109, line 16):

A. That there's this concept of -- of book value which is not necessarily
-- and that term is a lot in a lot of circles, accounting circles, you know,
investment circles, et cetera, that is not necessarily indicative of being
the fair market value of an entity.
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Q. Right.

A. That's what we were saying in that paragraph.

Despite knowing that book value is not necessarily indicative of being the fair market

value of an entity, T&A include this method in the valuation and assigned weight to it in

reaching its final conclusion.

In the last paragraph of this section, the T&A report states “When valuing the stock of a

closely held corporation, we believe the adjusted book value of the Corporation’s stock is

important in determining the actual current fair market value.”  When Mr. Jones was

questioned in his deposition about this statement, he answered (January 24, Page 110,

line 24):

A. It's one of the factors we consider, yes.  It's one of the many important
factors.

Once again, Mr. Jones’ lack of understanding of business valuation principles becomes

apparent.  When he was asked  to show where in Revenue Ruling 59-60 its states that

adjusted book value is important in determining the fair market value of a company such

as ABC, his response indicated Paragraph 4-C of the Revenue Ruling as his justification.

When he was further asked where in Paragraph 4-C, he read from this paragraph as

follows (January 24, Page 111, line 24):

A. Sorry.  “In computing the book value per share of stock, assets of the
investment type should be revalued on the basis of their market price
and the book value adjusted accordingly.”

The problem with Mr. Jones’ response is that the assets of ABC are operating assets and

not assets of the investment type.  A simple reading of Revenue Ruling 59-60 makes it

very obvious that the Revenue Ruling distinguishes between investment type assets and

operating type assets.  An investment asset is one that a company would invest in such

as marketable securities, excess real estate, etc.  An operating asset is one that is used


